
University of Toronto Math Academy

Qualifying Quiz

Instructions

We call it a quiz, but it really is a challenge: a chance for you to show us how you
approach new problems and new concepts in mathematics. We care about more than your
final answers: your reasonings, your explanations, and your presentation are as important.

The problems are intended to be hard (particularly some of them). We do not expect you
to solve every problem completely. Send us your work, even if it is only partial solutions
or conjectures. There is no time limit on this quiz.

If you need clarifications on a problem, please email ???. You may not consult or get help
from anyone else.

We also think that these problems are fun. So, enjoy, and good luck!

Credit: Question 4 was written by Adam Hesterberg.

The problems

1. Four teams are playing on a league. Each team plays exactly one game against each
other team. On each game, one team wins and the other loses.

(a) Must there be a team that wins at least two games? Can you prove it?

(b) Must there be a team that wins exactly two games?

2. I calculate the exact value of 8100,000 and write it down. Then I add up all the digits
of this number and write it down. Then I add up all the digits of the result and
write it down. I keep doing this until I reach a number with one single digit. What
is that single digit?

3. A dog (wearing a spacesuit) is tied with a flexible leash of fixed length to one corner
of a solid regular octahedron floating in space. The dog can reach exactly half of the
surface area of the octahedron. If it were instead tied to the corner of a solid cube
with the same edge length as the octahedron, what fraction of the cube’s surface
area would it be able to reach?
Note: If you do not know what an octahedron is, you may look it up.

4. Below are sentences in Northern Moosi (the language of moose) and their translations
to English (not necessarily in the same order). How do you say “A tall moose stands
up” in Northern Moosi?



• A tall moose sees a stuffed moose.

• I see a pink moose.

• I stand up.

• You see me.

• You see a pink moose.

• You stand up.

• Derono torau kiks.

• Emono roks.

• Emono zau kiks.

• Vatono emau kiks.

• Vatono zau kiks.

• Zono roks.


